
      THE COMPLEXITY OF SEEING 

 

 

A painterly challenge to the visual experience and new interpretations of the external and internal worlds.     

On Lars Physant’s paintings. 

 

”Colour is the” place where our brain and the universe meet” says Paul Klee.” 1Maurice Merleau-Ponty 

 

    The French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty has explained in an original and clear manner how visual artists 
communicate knowledge of reality that verbal language cannot express in the same way and in certain cases is 
unable to capture at all.  Thus, Leonardo da Vinci “maintains” that there is a knowledge expressed in what he 
called a “pictorial science”:  
     ”(This science) does not speak with words (and still less with numbers) but with oeuvres which exist in the 
visible just as natural things do and which nevertheless communicate through those things  ”to all the generations 
of the universe”. This silent science, says Rilke (apropos of Rodin), brings into oeuvre the forms of things ” whose 
seal has not been broken”; it comes from the eye and addresses itself to the eye. We must understand the eye as 
the  ”window of the soul”. 2 
     The painting informs and guides us in the process of seeing. After having defined seeing as a process through 
which the thing ”makes itself visible in us,” Merleau-Ponty claims that the painter’s task is to explore this process 
of seeing. Thus, the painter investigates through painting the artistic means by which an object makes itself visible 
before our eyes. To do this the painter must develop sensitivity to the elements of visual experience, e.g. light, 
shadow, reflections, colour, depth, line and movement. 3 It is primarily a question of focusing on those aspects of 
our world that we overlook, but which the painter alone appreciates and expresses through the visual language. So 
the world becomes visible through painting. And so painting can be regarded as an examination of  “the visible”. 
Merleau-Ponty is convinced that when this exploration is completed, the result is that ”the painter must be 
penetrated by the universe and not want to penetrate it.” 4  “The painter” must remember that he: 
    ”lives in fascination. The actions most proper to him – those gestures, those paths which he alone can trace and 
which will be revelations to others (...) to him they seem to emanate from the things themselves, like the patterns 
of the constellations.”5 
    Merleau-Ponty emphasizes that the” internal animation, this radiation of the visible is what the painter seeks 
under the name of depth, of space, of colour.” 6 
    The essence of Lars Physant’s paintings is precisely an artistic interpretation of the process of seeing and the 
painterly parallels to the repeated challenges to the viewer’s visual experience regularly made by Merleau-Ponty. 
This is because Lars Physant’s paintings consist of a complicated network of fragments from the natural world and 
indiscernible transitions between the non-figurative and the figurative. For the first element in his process of 
artistic creation is the generation of a quite abstract white relief structure built up of various pieces of canvas with 
different textures. On this network of abstract fragments he paints corners of nature that can never be seen at the 
same time in the real world, but can only be visualised simultaneously in the artistic universe. There emerges what 
he himself calls a ”united, divided reality” (“samlet, splittet virkelighed”). 

                                                           
1 ”Eye and Mind” (1961) in The Primacy of Perception, Northwestern University Press, 1964, p. 180. 
Merleau-Ponty has found this quotation in W. Grohmann’s book Paul Klee, Paris, 1954, p. 141..  
2 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, op. cit., 1964, p. 186.Merleau-Ponty has found the quotations from 
Leonardo da Vinci’s texts in Robert Delaunay’s book, Du cubisme à l’art abstrait. Paris, 1957, p. 
175. Se also Rilke, Auguste Rodin, Paris, 1928, p. 150.  
3 See T.R. Quigley’s review of Eye and Mind, 26 May 2003. See quigley/vcs/mp-em.pdfbn  
 

4 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, op. cit., 1964,  p. 167. 
5 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, op. cit., 1964, p. 167. 
6 Maurice Merlau-Ponty, op. cit., 1964, p. 182.  



     These features emerge clearly in Constellation (2005), which contains a series of finely conjoined fragments of 
poetical interpretations of the very same area of sea near the beach of Roda de Barà, near Tarragona. But this 
radiant natural scenery, which contains richly varied plays of light, is depicted at various times of the day and night 
and in various weather conditions. The surface of the painting is so disintegrated as to enable the creation of 
countless subtle shape formations. To this must be added the fact that there is a void at the centre of the painting 
that creates surprising confrontations between the artistic universe and the surrounding world. The finely 
modulated green areas in the sea with their tiny radiant reflections of the sunshine can also be thought of as stars 
and so contain references to the cosmic. This interpretation is precisely underlined by the empty space at the 
centre, which refers to infinity and reveals that we can only appreciate nature disjointedly and in bits, while 
pictorial art can provide an idea of a totality. The outlines in this totality also reflect an inner reality and express 
states of mind. For – as Merleau-Ponty has put it – “the eye is” also “the window of the soul”. 
    For the very reason that Constellation contains such a complex network of fragments, it makes a powerful appeal 
to the viewer’s own creative activity. He or she is stimulated to find answers to the following question: Can the 
fragments in the picture be put together to form a whole?  To answer this question, the viewer’s eye must embark 
on a demanding “journey” in the picture, where it will encounter surprising and rapid shifts from one state to 
another and a wealth of unexpected formal elements and radiant colour vibrations. 
    Our interpretations of the surrounding world always bear the mark of our own points of view and attitudes. 
This idea appears in a striking manner in Constellation, which is characterised by a rhythmical dual movement in 
which the viewer’s and the artist’s experiences of the world constantly meet and enrich each other. The artist 
Olafur Eliasson has described such a meeting in general terms: 
    “When I create an exhibition, I try not only to see the works from my own point of view, but very much also 
from that of the participant. “7 It is a question of discovering what sensing is.  “By looking at nature” says Olafur 
Eliasson , “I do not find nature, but on the other hand I discover my own relationship to an outdoor space.” 8 So 
it is important to persuade viewers to see themselves sensing. Olafur Eliasson emphasizes that it “requires you to 
be able to see yourself from various angles – to have a kind of double view”9 
    There is a network of musical links in Kandinsky’s art. The same applies to Lars Physant’s paintings. In 
Constellation, the fragments can be viewed as musical variations on a theme that is taken from the natural world. 
Among the many things to which this complex composition with all its many variations, modulations and nuances 
contains associations are Bach’s Goldberg Variations, and indeed there are echoes of the variation form in general, 
for instance Edward Elgar’s Enigma Variations, in which the fundamental theme is never stated. The colour 
symphony of the picture is built up of countless rhythmical patterns, in which the complementary colours of red, 
blue and yellow produce a radiant series of new colour modulations, and where the interplay between the warm 
reds and oranges and the cool blues and violets create intense fields of tension.  
    Both visual artists and musicians have often pointed out that there are parallels between their ways of 
composing. The pianist Glenn Gould thus described his own precise touch as a counterpart to Seurat’s pointillist 
touch. And for his part, Seurat pointed out the parallels between his pictorial practice and Richard Wagner’s  
music.10   
    In the large-scale paintings created by Lars Physant during the summer of 2008, the experiences expressed in 
the smaller paintings are both monumentalized and nuanced. They also contain new perspectives and surfaces in 
which past and present are united in many surprising manners. 
    Physant’s paintings  ”no longer imitate the visible”, but – as Paul Klee put it  - they ”render visible.”11 
    Lars Physant’s paintings reveal new aspects of the sight experience and thereby stimulate us to catch sight of the 
aspects of nature that we have failed to notice and often simply are not aware of. Or, as Adorno put it in Aesthetic 
Theory (1970): “Nature opens its eyes in works of art”. 
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